The Roarsome Animals in London

This checklist has been designed to help you make the most of your visit to the Zoo.

Try to find the following mystery images on each of our routes. Tick each box when you have found them. Good luck!
Africa is home to many dangerous, beautiful and roarsome animals. Here we have the opportunity to come eye to eye with some of Africa’s most iconic beasts.
Enter London’s only living rainforest where you can come face-to-face with a wide number of amazing rainforest species including monkeys, sloths, and mole rats!
Throughout this massive caterpillar, you may encounter the beautiful Postman Butterfly, Zebra Longwing, or even the largest moth ever the Atlas moth!
This peaceful enclosure is used for our flocks of flamingos and pelicans, but you may spot an occasional friendly duck or buzzing bee!
An important part of ZSL London Zoo’s history, Blackburn Pavilion provides a tranquil home for more than 50 different species of birds.
Here you can meet animals ranging from goats; to coati’s and meerkats – and find out more about these creatures’ secret and often surprising lives in the wild.
Sumatran tigers are the rarest and smallest sub-species of tiger in the world and are critically endangered. Tigers are both good swimmers and climbers with powerful legs and large claws.
Here in the outback lies the Mappin terraces, where events have been held since 1913. Here is also where Christopher Robin first met the bear Winnie that would inspire the Winnie the Pooh books.
These beautiful gorillas live in small groups and are very protective of those in their circle; it can even take up to 2-3 months for them to recognise and accept a new zookeeper!